Environmental Research and Services, an equal opportunity employer, seeks qualified applicants for the following job based out of our Fairbanks, Alaska, office.

FIELD TECHNICIANS —WILDLIFE AND VEGETATION

STATUS: Seasonal positions (appointments may range 4–7 months)

JOB SUMMARY: ABR is seeking several technicians to support field studies at project locations throughout Alaska.

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Conduct surveys for various species which may include birds, frogs, raptors, fish, bats, marine mammals, and caribou under supervision of Research Biologists and Senior Scientists
- Provide field support for land rehabilitation projects, including treatments (e.g. seeding, fertilizing) and monitoring.
- Assist in mobilization and demobilization of field gear at the office
- Data entry and proofing, primarily on mobile electronic devices
- Participate in safety training and follow ABR’s Safety Policy

QUALIFICATIONS: Emphasis is on field experience, with a preference for good identification skills for birds (waterfowl, shorebirds, passerines), mammals, fish, and Alaska flora. Resistance to motion sickness is required; experience with aerial surveys for birds and/or mammals is a plus. Must be in excellent physical condition and able to work 10–12-hr days, hiking in difficult conditions and carry 14 kg (30 lbs). Candidates should be self-motivated, able to work independently, meticulous in collecting and recording data, able to live and work cooperatively with others, and able to maintain a positive attitude under a heavy workload. The selected applicant must successfully complete bear safety and shotgun training.

WORK PERIOD: Work begins in early April and may extend as late as November 2019. Field stints may exceed two weeks at a time.

WAGE: Depending on experience; overtime pay is possible for these positions. Room and board provided only while in the field; candidates should be based in Fairbanks during the period of employment.


CONTACT: Please e-mail resume, 3 professional references with phone numbers (prefer previous supervisors), and cover letter to hr@abrinc.com. Please include dates of availability. If you have any questions about the position, please contact Adrian Gall by e-mail (agall@abrinc.com) or phone: 907-455-6777, ext 125.